In this paper, we introduce a new Algorithm for calculating Adomian polynomials and present some example to show the simplicity of the new Algorithm. The new Algorithm requires less computations in comparison with the previous methods, and can be extended to calculate Adomian polynomials for nonlinear functional with several variables.
Introduction
The Adomian decomposition method[1-2] is a technique for solving functional equations in the form:
In some functional space, say F. The solution u is considered as the summation of a series, say;
and G(u) as the summation of a series, say;
A n (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n )
Where A n 's, called Adomian polynomials, has been introduced by the Adomian himself by the formula
Other authors have suggested different Algorithm for computing Adomian polynomials [3] [4] [5] [6] . Using the Algorithm presented in Ref. [3] , needs classification of the terms u i , i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n, which is very complicate for large n 's. Applying the Algorithm presented in [4] , which uses Taylor expansion of the functional G(u) , will be very complicated especially when the unknown function u, appears in the denominator. Calculation of n'th Adomian polynomials using the technique in Ref. [5] , requires to computing the n'th order derivative, that will be complicated for large values of n . In spite of difficulties in applying the used method in [6] , it could not be applied for functionals with several variables. Here we suggest a new Algorithm, which seems to be more easier than other methods introduced so far. This Algorithm can also be extended for calculating Adomian polynomials in several variables. Some examples, will illustrate how easy is the new Algorithm for implementation .
The new Algorithm
The following is the Algorithm for calculating A 0 , A 1 , ...., A n :
Step 1: Input nonlinear term G(u) and n , the number of Adomian polynomials needed.
Step 3: For k = 0 to n − 1 do
Step 4:Taking the first order derivative of A k , with respect to λ, and then let λ = 0 :
End do Step 5: Output
According to the above Algorithm, Adomian polynomials will be computed as follows:
Continuing this course, we can get the other Adomian polynomials .
Application of the new Algorithm
Here we apply the above Algorithm to some nonlinear operators functionals.
Example 1:(The case of nonlinear polynomials)
Now by applying the new Algorithm we get
While by corresponding method presented in [3] , one must calculate 4 and reorder the terms in index, to obtain Adomian polynomials.
Example 2:( Case of nonlinear derivatives)
Consider G(u) = u 2 u x , According to the new Algorithm :
Example 3:( Case of hyperbolic and trigonometric nonlinearity)
By using the new Algorithm,the Adomian polynomials for G(u) are given as:
Example 4:(Case of exponential and logarithmic nonlinearity)
By using the new Algorithm, for calculating the Adomian polynomials for G(u) = e u + lnu , we have:
Extension of the new Algorithm for calculating Adomian polynomials in several variables:
Now, this new approach for computing Adomian polynomials can be applied to functionals with several variables. Let we are concerned with a system of nonlinear equations
.., u p ) are nonlinear operators and u i , N i are represented as the summation of the following series: Step 3: For k = 0 to n − 1 do   A ik (u 10 , ..., u 1k , ...., u p0 , . .., u pk ) :=
Step 4: By taking, first order derivative of A ik , with respect to λ, and let λ = 0, we have :
End do End do
Step 5: Output A i0 , A i1 , . ..., A in .
Two variables (p=2):
By using the new Algorithm, the Adomian polynomials for the following system of two functional equations can be computed:
To illustrate the application of the method for two variables, here an example is presented .
Example 6:
Let N(u, v) = uvv x , by applying the new Algorithm we get
Three variables (p=3):
Using the new Algorithm, the Adomian polynomials for N i (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) Where u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , N i are represented by series:
A ij (u 10 , ..., u 1j , u 20 , ..., u 2j , u 30 , . .., u 3j )λ j are thus given by 
Discussion
The Adomian decomposition method is a powerful device for solving a large class of nonlinear problems in sciences.The main part of this method is calculating Adomian polynomials for nonlinear polynomials. In this paper, we introduced a new Algorithm for calculating Adomian polynomials. The main specification of this Algorithm is no requirement to complicated calculations.
